6 THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN BUYING A NEW BUCKET
When it comes to selecting the right bucket for your excavator or
loader, the wrong decision could increase your costs by 10-20%:
and could reduce machine productivity at the same time

ENSTRUC CAN HELP YOU MAKE THE RIGHT DECISIONS WHEN IT COMES TO BUCKETS
▪

Design and production of earthmoving attachments, ground engaging tools and special wear parts

▪

Complete life-cycle manufacturing for controlled product design, quality, profitability and delivery

▪

Worldwide guarantee on all Enstruc Wear Parts and Attachments

1. DON’T ALWAYS START WITH THE MACHINE
It’s a bit like chicken and egg, which comes first: the machine or
the bucket? It seems logical to select the machine first, then the bucket...
In an ideal situation, we believe the bucket should come first!
• Understand the material that you will be handling – identify its density range, moisture level,
hardness, abrasive qualities and other known characteristics.
• Review the capacity of the truck you will be loading – how many loads do you need to move
each day, what size bucket will give you the best pass match?
• Once you know what size bucket is required for the job, select the right machine to power it.

2. PRICE IS IMPORTANT, BUT DON’T GO CHEAP
Most buckets look the same, but there could be huge differences in the design
that turn a seemingly lower-cost option into a higher-cost reality.
• Efficient geometry is key to higher productivity at a lower cost – a streamlined bucket profile
can improve visibility and loading times. A longer bucket floor can reduce cycle times, and
curved side plates and a spill guard can improve material retention.
• Verify the plate thickness for the key structural parts of the bucket – thicker plates will
attract a higher price but will certainly payoff in the long run.
• Plate thickness is not the only consideration, also check the hardness of the plate material
– cheaper buckets may not give you the material hardness that is required for a long
service life.
• High quality wear parts can deliver big returns when it comes to productivity and
maintenance costs – check the cutting edges, side cutters and teeth for material thickness,
hardness, reusability and easy installation.

3. GATHER AS MUCH DATA AS POSSIBLE
Like most big decisions in business, selecting the right data to analyse, and
analysing it properly will help you make the right decision. Expect to gather lots
of data before purchasing a bucket:
• Understand your production and cost objectives in detail
• Fully analyse the material density and its characteristics
• Know the principal application(s)
• Calculate the distance to transport the material
• Current machine usage, pros and cons
• The condition of the machine that will use the new bucket
• Identify the best truck/loader matchup in your fleet
• Watch your operators in action for feedback on their current skills

4. AIM BIG, BUT NOT TOO BIG
It can be tempting to chase higher production numbers with a bucket that
is too big for the machine you’re running. Overloading the bucket capacity,
even by a few percentage points can have disastrous effects on the service
life of your bucket and machine running costs:
• It can accelerate unnecessary wear and tear on the bucket and machine
• It can reduce component life prematurely forcing unplanned maintenance
• It can increase unexpected machine downtime and servicing costs
• It can increase fuel consumption and wear down tyres/chains more quickly

5. EMBRACE NEW DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Buckets have changed a lot over the last few years with innovative designs
that are proven to increase productivity and efficiency. Look around, follow the
success stories and it’s clear to see that leading operators don't just settle for
‘one size fits all’. There’s a reason for that, it keeps them at the top of their
game when others are struggling.
• Don’t just stick with the same bucket because you have always used it in the past – it may
not be the best option for your application anymore.
• Regularly check for innovation, better bucket designs and better GET systems that can help
you achieve better operational results.

6. DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE SIZE FITS ALL
We hear this often, 'I wish we had two buckets, one for each application.'
General purpose buckets can be very versatile, but there are cases when
having multiple specialist buckets is required to get the job done efficiently.
When should you justify having more than one bucket?
• Many factors influence this decision, but simply, if you move more than one type of
material with the same bucket, it may be time to rethink strategy.
• Moving gravel and handling recycled concrete with the same bucket, or loading rock and
scooping snow, will ultimately affect productivity in that application. Use the right tool for
the job.
• Using the wrong bucket type for the desired application will accelerate wear rates and
maintenance costs

ITS EASY TO SEE
WHY USING THE
RIGHT BUCKET IN THE
RIGHT APPLICATION
IS SO IMPORTANT!

Tell us about your machine and application, and we'll do the rest!

Working with your team, Enstruc make it their business to maximize
productivity and profitability for their Clients.
From product design to manufacturing and testing, we challenge today's earth moving and industrial
applications by supplying engineered wear solutions and attachments from optimized steel grades
and specialized wear materials.

www.enstruc.com
info@enstruc.com

